BKD INTERNATIONAL TAX SERVICES

TRANSFER PRICING
experience expertise // As global trade increases, companies face more complex issues
associated with intercompany pricing. Add in the legislative differences from country to country,
and transfer pricing becomes one of the most important and complex tax issues facing multinational companies. You need insight. Whether your issues involve the sale of goods, the provision
of services, the transfer of intangible property or cross-border financing, BKD’s experienced transfer
pricing individuals are positioned to provide a full range of transfer pricing services.

WHAT IS TRANSFER PRICING?
Transfer pricing encompasses numerous types of intercompany dealings between related-party entities in different tax
jurisdictions. It can include transfers of tangible property,
intangible property, the provision of services, loans, leasing
and other financing transactions.
With the increase in global trade, more than half the world’s
trade occurs within multinational enterprises. As a result,
most major trading countries have enacted rules so that
intercompany arrangements within multinational enterprises
must be conducted on an arm’s-length basis. Compliance
with differing requirements of multiple overlapping tax jurisdictions is a complicated and time-consuming task.
At the same time, tax authorities from each country are
imposing stricter penalties, new documentation requirements, increased information exchange and increased audit
activity. In an attempt to bolster compliance and increase
tax revenues, exams by tax authorities cover companies of
all sizes.

HOW CAN BKD HELP ME?

the process, transfer pricing practitioners work with our
international and other tax consultants to provide comprehensive solutions.

DOCUMENTATION // More than 50 countries—a
number that is rapidly rising—require transfer pricing documentation to substantiate a multinational’s intercompany
transactions. Failure to maintain the proper documentation
can often result in adjustments, penalties and interest. BKD
works with clients to prepare the requisite documentation
to help mitigate the risk of transfer pricing adjustments and
penalties.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION // In the event of an examination, BKD helps manage the examination and negotiate
with tax authorities to resolve the dispute. Our team draws
on its experience working with tax authorities or on past
dispute resolution cases.

ADVANCE PRICING AGREEMENTS // Multinationals
can enter into advance agreements on their transfer
pricing methodologies with at least one government body
to obtain forward clearance and/or resolve past transfer
pricing disputes. BKD and our international alliance firms
have experience helping clients obtain these agreements.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY VALUATION // Valuation
We offer six transfer pricing solutions:

PLANNING // Whether entering new markets, restructuring operations or reviewing transfer pricing policies, BKD
can help multinationals develop and achieve tax-efficient
strategies through transfer pricing planning. Throughout

of intellectual property for tax purposes is necessary for
business reorganizations and tax planning, such as costsharing arrangements. BKD understands how valuation of
intellectual property for tax purposes can differ from traditional valuation approaches.

100 COUNTRIES
As one of the largest U.S. members of Praxity, a global alliance of independent firms, you’ll experience reach from more than 35,500 personnel serving
clients in approximately 100 countries.
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RISK & OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENTS //

With BKD, you can count on a high level of
partner and manager involvement in providing
solutions. Our transfer pricing team will work
closely with our international team to deliver The
BKD Experience of unmatched client service.

BKD provides objective reviews of a client’s
current transfer pricing policies and practices and
provides guidance and recommendations on how
to make them more robust from retrospective and
prospective viewpoints. This enables a subsequent transfer pricing review to be more focused
and efficient.

ABOUT BKD INTERNATIONAL TAX
SERVICES

WHY BKD?

BKD International Tax Services is a division of
national CPA and advisory firm BKD, LLP.

Our clients benefit from our dedicated team of
experienced transfer pricing consultants and our
alliance with the transfer pricing practitioners of
other Praxity, AISBL firms.

BKD THOUGHTWARE®

// articles

// emails

// presentations

// videos

// webinars
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Will James // Principal

wdjames@bkd.com // 314.231.5544

With a partner-to-staff ratio lower than the average for national firms, you’ll have access to partners and
experience personal communication.

of our offices and subsidiaries, visit bkd.com or contact:

:

FOR MORE INFORMATION // For a complete list
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We recognize that midsize and large companies
are players in the international marketplace, and
we are committed to helping them compete
successfully while complying with international tax
rules.
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